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A successful terrace, is a full terrace where ambiance, guest-experience and profit  work together.
A place where guests can enjoy some eating and drinking while they are relaxing, working or 

meeting. Together or alone. From the moment of the first sunrays on a spring afternoon, 
until the last intimate autumn evening of the season.

An individual identity, design and appearance play a key role in this. To attract guests, 
to keep them and to hopefully welcome them back  regularly. We believe that an attractively 

furnished terrace does its work. For your guests, your team  and ultimately also for you. 

More need for personal advice by one of our specialists or curious about our 
exclusive outdoor designers collection? Then visit our inspiration centers in 

Rijssen, Zwolle, Breda, The Hague-Delft and Amsterdam.

We look forward to seeing you.

We wish you a lot of inspiration and a successful terrace season.

The ATELIER DAKO team.

www.dako.cz

W E L C O M E 
O U T S I D E



C O N T E N T S

Our new collection has been 
internationally recognised and highly 
praised, thanks to the prestigious 
architect Benedito Abbud.

DISCOVER THE COLLECTION

50

Subtle interior elements bring 
harmony to the different functions 
and rooms within the building.

A MAGICAL VIEW

14

Refined, functional and modern. 
The warm colours of Africa will look 
wonderful on any hospitality venue’s 
terrace.

BACK TO AFRICA

54

Barlune & Lune. These chairs offer 
optimum comfort while also being 
sufficiently robust for hospitality 
venues.

LIVE. LOVE. LUNE.

26

Stylish, elegant and stimulating. 
Our polypropylene collection is also 
popular on terraces.

GO BACK TO BLACK

10

Traditional but with a twist. This 
aluminium collection isn’t just 
available in fresh colours – it’s also 
perfect for indoors.

INSIDE & OUTSIDE

12

Presenting the new way to cook 
and grill outdoors. The unique 
design makes this an unbelievably 
versatile cooking unit.
The cone-shaped fire bowl features 
a wide flat rim that doubles as a 
cooking surface.

THE NEW
OUTDOOR COOKING

46

Discover our collection.  
And try to spot our colleagues 
in this magazine!

CAN YOU SPOT THEM?
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TOUCH
THE SKY

SKY

MILA

black dark grey taupe



from the 
INSIDE OUT
Entrepreneurs draw  the ambiance of their 
interior out onto the terrace. Mix and match with 
polypropylene in all colors and switch it with basic 
colors such as taupe and black. Entrepreneurs want 
to mark their terrace as their own. While one goes 
for rattan, textilene or polypropylene, the other 
goes for mix & match. All together, but complete as a 
whole.

Ice Kix Stockholm

5

Tight

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



Crylon Brown Fiber

Entrepreneurs draw the ambiance 
of their interior out onto the terrace. 
Models that are applicable for 
every entrepreneur in hospitality.

A TERRACE WITH  
AMBIENCE

Epsilon Grey
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Crylon Grey

A REAL
EYE-CATCHER  
on your terrace

Go to page 9 
to view this 

chair



Cenon Silver • Black Wicker

Cenon Silver • Textylene Black 

Cenon Bar Silver • Textylene Black

Cenon Black • Textylene Black

Cenon Silver • Leatherlook Wicker

Cenon White • Textylene Black

alvailable 
in various 

styles



Mezza Castana

Mezza Round CoffeeMezza BlackMezza-A Black

Mezza-A Castana

Mezza Bar Black

Dark Brown Dark Grey

8 Mezza bartable optionall with barchairs. With or without backrest.

perfect comfort and easy  
to stack

colourfast and durable  
braiding

frame with horecaproof  
wall thickness and extra  
protective coating

Mezza Twist

also available
in leatherlook
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catch me
IF YOU CAN
Catch is a retro terrace ‘fauteuil’ with a dining  function and 
a soft and round design. The focus in the simple lining  with 
a comfortable and flat wickerwork plus comfortable pillow.

Specially designed for the catering industry, therefore also 
easy stackable. The armrests are finished with a subtle round 
weaving. The round aluminum legs are inspired by the ‘50s and’ 
60s and ensure a beautiful elegant retro look. The Catch has 
been designed by our own design-department.

Catch Brown

Catch Light Mood

Catch White

Catch Dark Mood

Catch bench Dark Mood

Catch lounge set Dark Mood

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363
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first concept 
THEN DESIGN
Polypropylene terrace furniture bring color 
to your terrace, provide flexibility and 
distinctive character. Striking in appearance, 
light in weight, strong in quality, easy 
maintenance and also very affordable.
The possibilities are infinite. Modern colors, 
beautiful shapes, different sizes and flexible 
setups. The choice is all yours.



Quinn

Lucci

something slightly 
DIFFERENT
Looking for something traditional but with a twist? 
This aluminium collection isn’t just available in fresh 
colours – it’s also perfect for outdoors. 

Becca
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ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



OUT
SIDE

IN
SIDE

13



FOR MORE INSPIRATION CHECK OUT  WWW.DAKO.CZ
OR FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

The historic building that houses ‘Het Montferland’ boats a truly 
unique location in Zeddam. Featuring natural colours and a nod 
to the surroundings, the design is modern and whimsical. 

Subtle interior elements bring harmony to the different functions 
and rooms within the building. As a result, the design is the perfect 
match for the magical view offered by ‘Het Montferland’. 

In consultation with the clients, a concept-based design was 
produced, doing justice to the magical view while also honouring 
the traditional character of the building.

Het Montferland

A MAGICAL 
VIEW

14
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WALLSTREET

Wallstreet



GET UP  
STAND  
UP

NO MORE  
WOBBELY TABLES?
You can find the solution 
at page 32.

extendable from 
70 to 110 cm

RVS
FRAME

Getafe

Levante

The solution for flexible tables. Sit and dine during 
the day, stand and have a drink in the evening. The Levante 
and Getafe bases are extendable to become bar table bases. 
One base for multiple purposes.

That’s what we call flexible. 

flexible  
TABLES

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



D A K O  C O L L E C T I O N
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Brooklyn

Butaques

Brooklyn

stack it up and
CREATE SPACE

Mari Sol



DESIGN IS 
THE SILENT 
AMBASSADOR 
OF DAKO

MAYA

The slim design is typical Maya. Combine different 
colours on your terrace or keep it soothing and  
calm by choosing one preferred colour. 

20

Maya



Air-A

Air-BA

Sunset

De Air models are available 
in various colors.

IN THE AIR

Air

libre  
comme
L’AIR



Marino Black Marino Beige

Lucca Black

Lucca-A Bordeaux

Lucca-A Brown

Lucca-A Black

Lucca Bordeaux

Lucca Brown

Modus Taupe

Modus Antracite Modus White

Modus Leatherlook
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CHOOSE YOUR 
RIGHT MODE
Choose the relax mode. A perfect sitting comfort 
for those wonderful long summer evenings on your terrace. 
Choose different atmospheric colors and give your guests 
the ultimate summer experience.

MARINO
aluminum frame
textylene
stackable
exchange is possible
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Costa MoccaCosta Natural Costa CoffeeCosta Black

FOREVER  
AND EVER
(greens)

Santa Fé MoccaSanta Fé Natural Santa Fé Coffee

Evergreens. That is what they are called. The Costa and the Santa Fé  
have been around for years long in our collection and they are still very 
popular. Comfortable, stackable and of course also hospitality-proof.

COSTA & SANTA FÉ
ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



Baja Silver Mocca Baja Silver Leatherlook Baja Silver Castana

Finesse

Rondo
24

WE MUST NOT
lose sight of functionality

If one has been stacking for a long time, it’s the Baja chair.
This classic is still very popular. That’s not a miracle, because 
with perfect sitting comfort and comfortable armrests
remain an all-time favorite.

BAJA



YES, 
WE  
STACK
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THERE IS 
BEAUTY IN 
SIMPLICITY

Barlune set

Lune

TaluneBarlune

26



Kannet Black

Kannet NaturalKannet Coffee

We wonder who hasn’t yet seen a Kannet. The light and comfortable 
terrace chair can be seen on many terraces. The Kannet however, leaves 
all the other ones far behind. It might be light, but that doesn’t make it 
less firm. Quality comes in the first place. 

KANNET

Rica Black Rica Brown

27

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



Baleric

Nofi

Baleric

Yes, it’s something slightly different... and it’s suitable  
for outdoor use too. This unique collection is made from 
aluminium and available in a variety of fresh colours.

WHY NOT CHOOSE
something slightly different?

28

check out 
this chair on 

page 12

also available
in taupe



WHAT’S NEW?
Not only do Caper, Baleric, Jonah and Rhea offer supreme com-
fort – they’re also made from colourfast, sustainable materials, 
so you’ll get many years of enjoyment from them. As you would 
expect, these chairs are robustly built, making them suitable for 
hospitality venues. 

Jonah

Caper 

Rhea

Caper 

Caper 

29

Trobe and Atrope

FOR MORE INSPIRATION CHECK OUT  WWW.DAKO.CZ OR FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA



also available 
as a bar table 

base

Tivoli-2

Tivoli-3 Tivoli-4

Our table base collection can easily be combined with our chairs. 
There is a suitable table base for every chair , to create the most 
ambient setting on your terrace. Allow our terrace specialists to 
advise you on which  table top suits your favourite table base most. 

The classic terrace table base made out of aluminium.
For the classic and ambient look on your terrace. 

Tivoli-4G

TERRACETABLE 
BASES

Also view our collection 
table tops on page 
35, 36 en 37.
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Irwin-4Cylus Zand Cylus 2F Black

NO MORE 
WOBBELING TABLES?
You can find the solution at page32.

Cylus 4F Black

Macau Black Napels Dark GreyMacau Anodized

Trento-4 Silver Trento-2 Black Trento-4 White Trento-2 White

also available
 in taupe 
and black



also available 
as a bar table 

base

Roma-3 Alu Roma-3 GreyRoma-3 White Roma-3 Black

Roma-4 Alu Roma-4 GreyRoma-4 White Roma-4 Black

Roma-2 Alu Roma-2 GreyRoma-2 White Roma-2 Black

31

Acacia teak table top 
Ø 70 / Ø 80 cm
60 x 60 / 70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 / 120 x 80 cm Atrope



As much as we would want it, it happens to be not every 
surface is flat. A wobbly table could unfortunately happen to 
even the very best. Right? From now one you can put an end 
to that with the new series Flat Equalizers. A smart little 
product that keeps your table steady and straight at all times. 
A great solution for your guests and for you.  
Forget about coasters and folded pieces of paper, 
get to know the Flat Equalizers.  

FLAT EQUALIZERS 

FLEXIBILITY IS
THE KEY TO
STABILITY

NO MORE 
WOBBELING 

TABLES

32 FOR MORE INSPIRATION CHECK OUT  WWW.DAKO.CZ OR FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA



with ice bucket 
and umbrella 

holder

Chivas Square barset 120 x 120 cm incl. 4 stools

Maple barchair

They are showing up on terraces more and more these days. 
Nice bar tables to hang around with each other. A great  
benefit of this ambient way of socializing is that you can 
make maximal use of your terrace surface. Now that’s 
what we call Next Level terracing.

AMBIENCE AT A 
HIGHER LEVEL

Candela bartable

Torneo bar set Ø 90 cm incl. 4 stools Chivas Round bar set Ø 120 cm incl. 6 stools

33

Our bar tables 
and bar stools can 

also be ordered 
separately
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ANYWAY THE 
WIND BLOWS

18
0 

C
M

keep your customers sheltered from the wind 

easy to install and store away

no permit required

resistant to hard wind

safety glass incorporated in sturdy aluminium frames

logos can be applied to the frames

ballast available separately

This attractive wind screen will shelter your 
guests from the wind without spoiling their view. 
The minimum order is 2 panels, and the maximum 
number of panels you can link together is 5.

WIND SCREEN

120 CM
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Mezza RectangularBovino bartable
in 60 x 60 cm or 70 x 70 cm

Largo table 140 x 80 cm
in mocca or castana

Aluminium terrace table with non-wood table top, 
available in sizes 120 x 80 and 80 x 80 cm.

MARLON

80 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm
140 x 80 cm

also available 
in leatherlook
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made to 
MEASURE
The robust Suar table tops can be combined 
with our collection of table bases. Wether it is 
a modern or classic table base, these unique 
table tops will be the eye catchers in your 
interior.

The Suar table bases can  be custom  
made to your personal size preference.
Ask for the possibilities. 

Suar table with barchairs

Suar tabletop

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363
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Concrete Ponderosa WhiteWengé

Antracite Black

70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm

Oak white Montpellier

Beautiful trendy decors and the slightly structured 
surface, give the Werzalit Carino Table tops that 
unique and elegant appearance.

The 12 mm thin compact top is produced under 
high pressure and is weather and UV-resistant, 
shape-retaining, low-maintenance and scratch-resistant.

ONLY 12 MM THICK

Ponderosa Grey

The Carino table tops are applicable to many
chassis and available in the following sizes:

12 MM



Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

60 x 60 cm  
70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm

Our extensive collection of table tops will make your terrace even more of a go-to destination. 
These stylish decors allow you to match chairs and table bases in the most attractive colour combinations.

PREFER A DIFFERENT DECOR? 
In that case, simply contact us. There’s always a decor that’s a perfect match for your exterior. 
Most models are available from stock in the following sizes:

TABLE TOPS

Atacama Cherry Washed Elm Vintage Zinc

Nut Timber Messina Oak Timber white

Teak Wenge Grizzly Concrete

Topalit table tops can be attached to lots of table 
bases and are available in the following sizes:

38
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Urban Spruce Concrete Black

Ø 60 cm
Ø 70 cm
Ø 80 cm

70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm

The Smarline tablebases are applicable to many 
table bases and available in the following sizes:

Having a thickness of 16,5 mm, the Topalit® Smartline collection is a treat for the eye with extraordinary characteristics: 
durable, robust and weather-resistant. Due to the high material density of the Topalit® table top, the bases are easy 
attachable. It ensures a secure and perfectly stable connection between the table top and base.  

SMARTLINE

Acacia teak tafelblad 
Ø 70 / Ø 80 cm
60 x 60 / 70 x 70 cm
80 x 80 / 120 x 80 cm 

TEAK
Would you rather have real wood on 
your terrace? Then you will have to 
pick teak. Available in various sizes.

LET’S GET THIS
PARTEAK STARTED

16,5 MM
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‘C’est bon chez Léon: there’s no better place to enjoy a relaxing gourmet 
meal in the very heart of Naaldwijk, the Netherlands.  The use of natural 
colours, fabrics and materials gives the restaurant a warm and friendly 
look and feel, with the open kitchen enhancing the dining experience. The 
light and spacious interior features a terrace which serves as an extension 
to the restaurant. “We sat down with the client – who supplied us with 
delicious refreshments – to create a spacious and welcoming design, 
which integrates the venue’s interior and exterior into a single space.”

C’est Bon Chez Léon

THE PERFECT PLACE TO 
ENJOY A GOOD MEAL IN 
NAALDWIJK TOWN CENTRE! 

FOR MORE INSPIRATION CHECK OUT  WWW.DAKO.CZ  OR FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
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THE MOST AMBIENT 
BAR TABLES OF 
THE NETHERLANDS.
SMART, EASY AND 
BEAUTIFUL!

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363
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Having a good time? The Peru bar table can’t miss out. Thanks to the 
smart footrest, you will be able to relax for hours without getting tired. 
Your jacket or purse? You just leave those hanging under the table, 
by using the helpful hooks. Installed within a minute thanks to the 
easy click-in-place-system, and lets be honest, it even looks good! 

100% Dutch made with a lightweight aluminium base and a robust 
wooden top. Trendy and at the same time suitable for 10 persons. 
It can be used inside as well as outside. Multifunctional and beautiful! 

DUTCH
DESIGN
PERU BARTABLE

stainless steel tops 
can also be ordered 

separately

also available 
with wheels



Ofyr Classic
in 85 of 100 cm diameter44

Ofyr Storage
in 85 of 100 cm diameter

Ofyr Island
in 85 of 100 cm diameter

Ofyr Concrete
in 85 of 100 cm diameter Butcher Block Butcher Block Storage Butcher Block Storage Large

Ofyr leather apron 
and gloves



OFYR is the new way of cooking and grilling 
outdoor. The unique design make the OFYR 
a unbelievable versatile product. The conical 
fire bowl has a wide, flat edge that also 
functions as a very efficient cooking surface. 
From the middle the heat radiates in a 
perfectly smooth course, as a result of which 
one hot plate has different cooking 
temperatures. Whether you bake eggs, 
slowly boil vegetables or grill a tender steak, 
the OFYR opens up a new world full of 
possibilities for healthy outdoor cooking.

the new 
OUTDOOR 
COOKING
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DESIGN  
IS WHAT  
MAKES A  
DIFFERENCE

For the ultimate lounging experience, choose Higold. 
The Higold 2019 collection has elevated relaxation into 
an art form. The collection features every comfort you 
would expect, combined with original designs. 

Drinking, dining or just reclining and relaxing will never 
be the same again. 

NOW THAT’S LOUNGING

View the entire collection at 
www.higoldeurope.eu

46
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SPRITZ

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363
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COLOUR 
is intelligence
having fun

Polypropylene terrace furniture bring color  
to your terrace, provide flexibility and  
distinctive character. Striking in appearance, 
light in weight, strong in quality, easy 
maintenance and also very affordable.
The possibilities are infinite. 

Modern colors, beautiful shapes, different sizes 
and flexible setups. The choice is all yours.

D A K O  C O L L E C T I O N



SABINAS

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363
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a delightful  
collection
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Africa

‘I bless the  
rains down 
in Africa’

T O T O  1 9 8 2



D A K O  C O L L E C T I O N

DETAILS ARE 
NOT DETAILS

THEY MAKE 
THE DESIGN



Argands terrace comode

78 x 116 x 56 cm

Vento lounge set 
6-parts

with the
unique

Quick Dry
Foam

VENI, VIDI, VENTO 
Vento is the jewel in the crown of our lounge set 
collection. We love its perfect combination of comfort 
and sleek design. Vento has a rugged exterior, consists of 
6 individual parts and features unique Quick Dry Foam, 
which makes it ideal for outdoors.

54

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.aadasi.com
or call us 040-9616153 



GET READY 
FOR THE 
LOUNGE

Maxus sunlouger  
Silver Black

Maxus sunlouger
Silver Taupe

Sole sunlouger
Silver Black

COMBINE 
to please

The Versailles lounge set, consisting of 8 
parts, is to be combined as wished.  
The elements of the set are available 
separately. The Versailles is available in  
the colours taupe, leatherlook and black.

Versaille lounge set

also in
leather-look
and black
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TO BE COOL
it’s good

Isn’t this convenient? The stylish Icoo table & 
storage is not only a visual treat, but also a ‘cool’ 
ice bucket you can keep on your terrace. That way, 
you can enjoy a nice refreshing drinkwhenever
you want. 

ICOO

WE’RE HERE FOR YOU 
and happy to help

56

Go to pages 29 
and 31 to view 

this chair 
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BLACK, WHITE...
...OR PINK?

Otry WhiteOtry Black Otry Pink

Relay White Relay PinkRelay Black

57



cloth can also 
be ordered 
separately

cloth can also 
be ordered 
separately

Pisa

black / ecru / taupe / gray / azur 
Ø 3 meters

Mambo

black / ecru / taupe / gray
3 x 2 meters

Liva Karin
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Salou

ecru / black
Ø 8 meters

Caprice

ecru / black
5 x 5 meters

black  |  3 x 3 meter / 4 x 4 meters

ecru    |  3 x 3 meters

taupe  |  3 x 3 meter / 4 x 4 meters

red   |  4 x 4 meters

black  | 4 x 4 meter / 5 x 5 meters

ecru    | 4 x 4 meters

gray  | 4 x 4 meter / 5 x 5 meters

also with
ground-plug

available

8 meters
diameter



SUNSHINE

Columbia

Granite base 90 kg 
for Karin, Liva and Eifel

Granite base 25 kg 
for Mambo and Pisa

Granite base 40 kg  
for Mambo, Columbia and Pisa

Crossbase 
for Karin, Liva and Eifel

STAND-FIXED
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red / taupe / gray
Ø 2,6 meters

this is also 
mobile!

ecru / black 
3 x 3 meters

black 
Ø 3,5 meters

bring on the

Eifel square

Eifel round

A firm foot for every umbrella. Our umbrella feet are suitable for different models. 
For the ‘Eifel’, ‘Karin’ and Liva we have a special cross foot and a granite foot available. 



TAKE YOUR 
PARTY  

OUTSIDE

Darby Alu beerbench set

60

total length 2 meters

ask for your 
online offer at 
www.dako.cz
or call us +420 271 961 363



Festa partytent,
 4 x 4 meters

61

available in: black frame / black cloth,
gray frame / ecru cloth or gray frame / gray cloth.



WE ARE
DAKO.

STEP BY AND TRY!
CALL +420 271 961 363

Print and typesettings are reserved | * ask about the conditions

Atelier Dako helps her customers to create the desired atmosphere and ambience,  
offering a versatile collection of quality furniture for the hospitality business. 
Chairs, tables, lights, and accessories for the in and outside. Let’s make our visit 
memorable, when the final result is there. That’s what we believe in. 

Libušská 256
142 00 Praha 4 - Libuš
T: +420 271 961 363
E: info@dako.cz
W: www.dako.cz
 


